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Handmade beads have a way of capturing your imagination 
like no other. There’s just something about the way a handmade 
bead looks and the way it feels in your hand that connects with 
you on a very deep level. The very first beads were all hand-
made, of course: in ancient times, there were no large machines 
that could churn out hundreds and thousands of beads. Beads 
were made from nuts, seeds, and shells with small holes drilled 
into them. Later, as human culture developed and technologi-
cal advances were made, beads were created one at a time by 
skilled artisans and stone carvers, and these beads were valued 
as currency in many cultures around the world. 

People attached mystical significance to some of these 
handmade beads, believing that they would protect against evil 
spirits or bring good fortune to the person who wore them.

Everyone knows that handmade beads can be made from 
glass and ceramic, but they can also be made from fabric, wood, 
or even stitched together from other beads! It seems that the 
range of materials that can be used to create beads is only 
limited by our imaginations and our desire to create these tiny 
treasures that can be used in so many different ways. In a way, 
handmade beads embody the creative spirit of the human race 
in a way unlike any other.

If you’re ready to dive into the world of handmade beads, Jean 
Campbell, founding editor of Beadwork magazine, has some 
very useful advice for buying handmade beads. Once you’ve 
read her Buyers’ Guide to Handmade Beads, it’s time to start 
your journey into making and using handmade beads. 

•  Pam East shows us how to create unique filigree enameled 
beads without the use of a kiln in her Enameled Filigree 
Beads project. 

•  Kristal Wick shows us how to make a fabulous Sassy Silky 
Bead Angel Dangle using her handmade silk fabric beads. 

•  Why not pair handmade silk beads with novelty eyelash 
yarn in Jamie Hogsett’s Firecracker Necklace? 

•  Dabble in a little bit of mixed-media bead making with 
Belinda Spiwak’s Text Beads project using pre-made stone-
ware beads and old pages from a book. 

•  Learn how to mimic the look of paint strokes in Barbara 
Sperling’s amazingly detailed Bearded Iris polymer clay 
bead project.

•  Making beautifully textured polymer clay beads is as easy 
as 1-2-3 with Sue Ki Wilcox’s Folded Raku Bead Necklace. 

However you decide to use them, handmade beads will 
always have a special place in the history of humankind and the 
development of so many different cultures around the world. 
I hope you enjoy these free beading projects using handmade 
beads and that they inspire you to make a little history of your 
own with handmade beads in your beading projects!

Bead Happy,

Jennifer VanBenschoten, Beading Daily editor

guide to handmade beads:
Enamel Beads, Fabric Beads, and  

Polymer Clay Projects for Bead Making
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Buyer’s Guide 
to Handmade 

Art Beads

There’s an exciting sector in the bead community  
comprised of bead makers. You can see some of  
their wares on the following pages. Truly works  
of art, handmade beads can be created from just  
about anything, but here are descriptions of three  
types of beads you can enjoy and purchase at  
most bead shows.

Glass Beads  Lampworked beads, also known as flameworked beads, 

are made by melting the end of a glass rod in a hot flame and touching it 

to a thin metal mandrel. Artists spin the mandrel in the flame to wind the hot 

glass around it, then pull the glass rod away. Next they shape the bead using 

special tools and release the resulting bead from the mandrel only after the 

glass is carefully cooled. The glasses used in lampworking are silica-based. 

Different oxide additives in each type of glass lend unique qualities, modify-

ing such attributes as workability and melting point. There are three types of 

art glass: Lead glass This easily worked glass softens at 1,145°F and is best 

known for its use in drinkware and neon tubing. It has gained popularity with 

bead makers who use the lead-based Satake glass. Soda-lime glass This 

glass softens at 1,337°F and is the most common type of glass used for fus-

ing and lampworking because it is both easy to work with and inexpensive. 

Effetre glass is a soda-lime glass. Borosylicate This glass softens at 1,400°F 

and is more commonly known as Pyrex. It is much more difficult to work with 

than the soda-lime variety, but, in the end, it’s much more durable. To find out 

more about lampworking, consult More Than You Ever Wanted to Know About 

Glass Beadmaking, James Kervin, 1999.

Jean Campbell
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Oven-FireD BeaDs
These sculpted beads are created from 
clays that have been developed in recent 
years. Two varieties are listed below. Pre-
cious Metal Clay This material looks and 
acts much like fine clay. The difference 
can be seen when it is heated—it turns 
into fine silver or 24kt gold. Developed by 
the Mitsubishi Materials Corporation of 
Japan, PMC is composed of fine par-
ticles of precious metal suspended in an 
organic binder. When you fire it between 
1,100–1,440°F, the binder burns away to 
leave solid metal. Because PMC begins as 
clay, an artist can mold and manipulate 
the design of beads in a way not possible 
with sheet metals, but the clay can be fin-
ished the same as any metal by polishing, 
drilling, stonesetting, enameling, provid-
ing patinas, etc. a similar product is sold 
as silver art Clay. 

POlyMer Clay
This colorful plasticine clay was devel-
oped in 1930s Germany, and artists can 
use it for a wide array of techniques. 
Polymer clay acts much like a fine earthen 
clay, but its bright colors offer artists 
many more opportunities. One technique 
that takes advantage of the color of the 
clay is cane-making. The artist creates 
color-patterned rolls of clay and cuts 
them to create identical slices that look 
like simple checkerboards, faces, manda-
las, or any number of patterns. after the 
artist forms a bead using polymer clay, 
she fires it at a low temperature (275°F). 
The hardened bead can be painted, 
drilled, sanded, and carved. The most 
common brands of polymer clay in the 
United states are FiMO and sculpey.

HaNd-CaRVed Beads 
There’s a long and rich tradition of 
handmade beads created from the 
materials that surround us. Usually 
hand-chiseled or hand-carved, these 
beads come in a wide variety of 
sizes, styles, and materials. Here is a 
selection you may find at any bead 
show. 

stoNe These handcrafted beads 
are roughed out from semiprecious 
stone, drilled, and faceted using 
chisels, grinders, and polishers. Many 
beads of this type come from India 
and China. 

BoNe aNd HoRN These 
inexpensive handmade beads usually 
come from Indonesia and the Philip-
pines and are created from the bone 
or horns of working animals such 
as goats, camels, and cattle. Bone 
beads are initially white but can be 
dyed any color. 

IVoRy This bead-making mate-
rial was once taken from the tusks 
of wild animals, but in 1972, animal 
protection laws made the practice 
of harvesting ivory from wild animals 
illegal. You can now purchase vintage 
ivory beads, newly created fossilized 
ivory beads, and beads created by a 
legally exempt native Alaskan, Aleut, 
or Eskimo. 

Wood is most likely the first 
material to have been used for hand-
made beads because it is relatively 
soft and easy to carve. Today hand-
made wooden beads often come in 
the form of elaborate prayer beads 
made of sandalwood or rosewood. 
Also popular are red Chinese carved 
and lacquered “cinnabar” beads, 
named after the bright red mineral. 

Nuts These beads are created 
from a variety of hard nuts such as 
coconut. Another popular type of 
nut used for beads is tagua, or veg-
etable ivory, an extremely hard nut 
sustainably harvested from the rain-
forest floor. 

ResIN A relatively new hand-
crafted bead to hit the U.S. market, 
resin beads are created by villagers 
in Java. The bead maker pours col-
ored liquid resin into a mold, allows 
it to dry, and then hand cuts, sands, 
and drills each piece to fashion indi-
vidual beads. The result is beads that 
are somewhat transparent, durable, 
and have a vibrant color that won’t 
fade. 

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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In October, 2003, I had the pleasure of being involved in the Lapidary Journal and Step by Step 
Beads Bead Fest. One of the best aspects of participating in a show like this is the opportunity 

to connect with other vendors and artists, picking up new ideas and inspiration.

enameled filigree beads PA M  E A S T

During the show, Cosmo, of Cosmo 
and Harini, came by my booth and 
watched me demonstrating torch-
fired enamel bead making. A short 
time later, he came back and showed 
me some fine silver filigree
beads he was selling and asked, “Can 
you enamel these?” I wasn’t sure, but 
I thought it might be worth a try. 
Right then and there, I pulled out 
some powdered enamel in transpar-
ent blue, popped one of the beads 

onto my mandrel, and gave it a go. To 
my surprise and delight—it worked 
beautifully! Of course, I immediately 
wanted a double handful of these 
little beauties. Once you try it, you 
will too!

I recommend using these beads for 
earrings and necklaces, not bracelets. 
The enamel on the filigree is fragile 
and would suffer under the abuse 
bracelets endure. 

Note: Silver can act as a colorant to 
some enamels, turning them an unat-
tractive brownish color; reds, pinks, 
and oranges are particularly suscepti-
ble to this. Blue and green shades work 
best, but you can get some success with 
reds if you use several coats of Clear for 
Silver first. The results won’t be as bril-
liant as these colors usually fire up, but 
you can get some nice soft pink tones.

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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mateRIals
Business card
8” ceramic tile
12” ceramic tile
Vermiculite (a soil lightener)
Shallow pan
80 mesh transparent enamel
Fine silver filigree beads

tools
HAND tooLS: 6" slip joint pliers,
XX” mandrel tip, banding wheel  

(flat topped lazy Susan), small spoon
SoLDeRING tooLS: Trigger-start propane 

torch, torch holder, propane  
cylinder—400 g (14.1 oz)

safety equIpmeNt
Fire extinguisher, safety glasses,  

dust mask

souRCes
Most of the tools and materials for
this project will be available from
well-stocked lapidary suppliers.

skIlls
fabrication
soldering
stone setting
bead stringing

SteP 1: Lay out a transparent color of 
80 mesh enamel on the edge of the 
tile; I recommend a deep, high pile. 
Because you’re enameling a round 
form, you’ll need the mound to be  
able to cover the bead all the way  
to the hole.

SteP 2: Place a bead firmly on the ⅛” 
mandrel tip. You’ll need to use your 
fingers, not pliers, to put the bead 
on the mandrel, so make sure the 
mandrel tip is cool. Fine-silver filigree 
beads are quite delicate and can bend 
easily, so be cautious with them, and 
don’t force it. Have two mandrels set 
up so you can switch back and forth, 
allowing the tips to cool between 
beads.

SteP 3: Heat the bead in the torch 
flame until it turns a light pink 
salmon color, not red. These silver 
beads heat up in nothing flat so watch 
it closely: the silver will overheat and 
melt in the blink of an eye if you leave 
it in the torch flame too long. 

SteP 4: Roll the bead in powdered 
enamel and return it to the torch 
flame. Continue working quickly, 
heating it just enough to pick up 
another layer of enamel. Don’t try  
to get it to a glossy finish until you’ve 
added 4 or 5 layers; there needs to  
be enough enamel on the silver to 
insulate it from the torch flame.

SteP 5: Once you have multiple layers 
of enamel on the bead, heat it to the 
glossy stage by working the bead 
quickly in and out of the torch flame, 
rotating it continuously. Remove the 
bead from the mandrel, using pliers 
to push it off into a shallow pan of 
vermiculite.

SteP 6: That’s all there is to it! These 
beads don’t even need to be annealed 
and will be cool and ready to use in 
about five minutes. 

Pam east is an enamelist, educator, wife, and 

mother. she was born and raised in California 

where she studied art and art history at the 

University of California riverside. she has 

worked with a wide variety of visual art tech-

niques and enjoys creating unique enamel 

bead jewelry, but finds introducing enamel

bead making to new students everywhere to 

be the most rewarding aspect of her career. 

she has appeared on the Carol duvall show 

on hGtV, and has her own video, enamel 

bead making with Pam east. You can contact 

Pam at pam@pinzart.com or learn more about 

her company, Pinzart, at www.pinzart.com.

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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mateRIals
1 angel charm
1 Sassy Silky bead
2 red 8mm crystal bicones
2 black 3mm jet crystal bicones
2 silver spacers
1 silver 3" eyepin
1 cell phone loop

tools
Wire cutters
Chain-nose pliers
Round-nose pliers

1: String onto eyepin: jet bicone, silver 
spacer, red bicone, Sassy Silky bead, 
red bicone, silver spacer, jet bicone.

2: Form a simple loop at the top of the 
eyepin.

3: Close loop.
4: Open bottom eyepin loop and add 

angel charm. Close loop.
5: Attach top eyepin loop to cell 

phone loop, chain (for necklace), or 
lobster clasp (for backpack dangle, 
keychain, or dog collar clip).

ReSoURCeS: All component from  
www.Artbeads.com

sassy silky bead angel k R I S TA l  W I C k

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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These handmade silk 
beads pair up brilliantly 
with novelty eyelash 
yarn. Large fire-polished 
beads add sparkle and 
weight to the necklace.

firecracker J A M I E  H o g S E T T

mateRIals
18 purple/gold 10mm  

fire-polished beads
6 silk ½" tubes in lavender,  

purple, and rust
6 silk 1" tubes in lavender,  

rose, and black
3 silk 2" tubes in purple  

and rust
gold toggle clasp
75" of Splash by Crystal 

Palace  
eyelash yarn

6" of 20-gauge wire

tools
Crimping pliers
Wire cutters

teCHNIque
Stringing

finished size: 7"

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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SteP 1: Use 25" of yarn to string one 
12mm, one ½" tube, one 12mm, one 
1" tube, one 12mm, one 2" tube, one 
12mm, one 1" tube, one 12mm, one ½" 
tube, and one 12mm. 

tIP: Fold the wire in half to trap the end 
of the yarn and use it as a needle to 
string the beads. 

SteP 2: Center the 2" tube and tie  
an overhand knot on each side  
(see box). Bring a 12mm bead down 
to each knot. Tie an overhand knot 
after each 12mm bead. Bring a 1" 
tube down to each knot and tie an 
overhand knot after each. Continue 
bringing down beads and tying  
a knot after each.

SteP 3: Use a double overhand knot to 
tie each end of yarn to one end  
of the clasp, leaving 6" of bare yarn 
between the beads and the clasp.

SteP 4: Repeat all steps two more 
times to make a three-strand  
necklace. F

ReSoURCeS:  Check with your local  
bead shop. Silk beads: Sassy Silkies,  
www.sassysilkies.com; yarn: Woolen  
Treasures.

stringingmagazine.com

Beads are hot and so is Stringing magazine!

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

No matter what your level of ability is, you 
will �nd plenty of inspiration in every issue 
of Stringing magazine.

stringing
MAGAZINE

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
http://www.stringingmagazine.com
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I am wild about charms! I love charms made from yardstick pieces, game pieces,  
Scrabble® tiles, domino pieces, fishing swivels, and safety pins, washers, wire, and leftover 

quiltie sandwiches. Charms can come in all sorts of shapes, sizes, and materials. They can  
be made of vintage materials, from hardware odds and ends, or even from sewing leftovers. 
The best charms are the ones that look great on your charm bracelet, earrings, or necklace.  

The charm’s value depends on how much it means to you. 

text beads  B E l I n D A  S P I WA k

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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The most important thing about a 
charm is its wearability. A charm 
should be made of a durable material. 
It should not have sharp corners or 
barbs—you don’t want it to stab you 
or catch on your clothes

After that, pretty much anything 
goes. I have a tendency to mix ev-
eryday objects with altered charms 
to my charm jewelry. Look in old toy 
boxes. Parts of board games and dolls 
make great charms. Look in the bot-
tom of your sewing box. Take a look 
in your junk drawer. Clean out the ga-
rage boxes and tool boxes. Have your 
kids search for pencil stubs hiding in
obscure corners of your house. “Bor-
row” some of those fishing lures and 
swivels. Inventory your jewelry box. 
Take apart any old costume jewelry 
you no longer wear and turn it into 
something new and funky. 

Feel free to make some alterations. 
Do some innovative twisting and 
hammering with wire. Stack buttons 
or “age” pieces with ink. Don’t dismiss 
a potential charm until you see it as 
part of an entire piece. What might 
not look so great by itself might look 
wonderful when mixed with
other elements.

Once you’ve made your charms, you 
probably are going to want to attach 
them to something. Here are some of 
my tried and true tips for making a 
charm bracelet. 

• Alternate short and long charms as 
you attach them, for visual appeal.
• As you are putting your charm 
bracelet together, try it on periodi-
cally to make sure it is falls the way 
you want. If the charm is stiff and 
does not sit correctly, you might want 
to add on another jump ring so the 
charm will fall better on your wrist.
• Make sure the bracelet is comfort-
able. The charms add some weight to 
the base bracelet, and that can make 
the bracelet feel a bit smaller than 
it did originally. You should be able 
to easily clasp your bracelet and it 
should sit on your wrist with a little 
“give” so the charms can tinkle.
• Don’t put as many charms near the
clasp as the rest of the bracelet so 
you can find and use the clasp more 
easily. 
• The jump rings should be secure, 
or you risk losing your charms. A 
diameter of 1½" or smaller seems to 
work best.
• Remember to move one end of the 
jump ring towards you and one end 
away from you when opening the 
jump ring. Do the reverse when clos-
ing. Never pull the jump ring apart or 
it will not close properly.
• Jump ring wire diameters can differ 
in size. Pay attention to that because 
you do not want your jump ring to 
be too fat for your charm hole. If your 
jump ring loses its shape, it’s easier 
to use a new one rather than spend 
time trying to reshape a warped 
jump ring.
• Remember that your charms and 
charm bracelet should be fun and 
that your charm bracelet should have 
plenty of “jingle.”

how to make
a text bead 
mateRIals
Pottery bead or any oblong bead
Book text
Tim Holtz Distress Ink (available at
interweavestore.com)
gel medium (available at
interweavestore.com)
Paintbrush
Wax paper

SteP 1: Tear strips of book text into 
thin strips shorter than length of  
your bead, about 1-1½" long.

SteP 2: Edge the strips of text with  
Distress Ink. Let the text dry.

SteP 3: Use a paintbrush or your finger 
to apply a thin coat of gel medium  
to the bead. Roll the text around the 
bead. Apply a coat of gel medium  
on top of the text. Lay it on wax  
paper to dry. Let dry completely.

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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I absolutely love the color choices and
brushstroke technique of Van Gogh. To
me, the iris was a natural choice for this
brushstroke look. When I think of doing
a millefiori cane, I usually start with a
subject matter that I really like, and then
the technique or look comes into play.
With polymer clay there are limitless
choices to be made, leaving only the
imagination to discover them. 

I was demonstrating the polymer clay
millefiori cane work technique for a shop
when I first thought of doing the iris with
the brushstroke technique. There was a
break in the action, and one of the shop
clerks came out to visit. I imagine I was
staring pretty intensely, because she asked
what I was doing. The wheels were turn-
ing and I was trying to envision how I had
to break down the design to accomplish
the look I was seeking. That is how it
starts for me. I view the image as a puzzle;
breaking down each design, making all
the little parts, then piecing it together. I
am self-taught in polymer clay, but my
background in numerous mediums has
developed my eye for color and design.
Experimentation comes naturally to me
and I like the challenge of figuring things
out. I learned very quickly that with poly-
mer clay there are a few rules one must
obey, and no matter how forgiving it can
be, you have to know its limits.

Instructions are for technique versus exact
coloring or amounts of clay. This project also
requires an understanding of gradational
shades, conditioning, and mixing of the clay.

bearded 

IRIS
Polymer clay brushstroke
technique. 
BY BARBARA SPERLING

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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Conditioning the clay. 

Place the clay in a food processor dedicated for clay work.

Turn the motor on, chopping the clay into small pieces.

The heat from the motor will also help to soften the clay,

making the conditioning process a little easier. After remov-

ing the clay from the processor, combine the clay pieces into

a ball. Roll the ball out, recombine into a ball, roll out, re-

combine, and roll out for a total of 15 or more times. If you

don’t have a food processor, then the rolling and recombin-

ing process has to be done more. The clay will be smoother,

softer, and more elastic when it is conditioned properly. 

Mixing colors and making gradations. 

Petal: I used a mix of purple and cobalt for the petal, and

chose to make nine different shades to achieve a nice

brushstroke effect. Roll the blended purple into a log, then

cut off one section to retain for the darkest shade (length de-

pends on amount of clay used). Add 1 part white to the re-

maining purple log. Cut off another section equal in length to

the first. Add 1 part white to the remaining purple log. Cut off

a section equal in length to the first and add 1 part white to

the remaining purple log. Continue this process adding 1 part

of white each time to the purple log to equal nine shades. (In

the directions and diagram for building the petals, the grada-

tions are numbered 1–9, 1 being the lightest.)

Beard: Mix ochre and golden yellow for the base color. Fol-

lowing the process above, add white for a total of three gra-

dations. Now mix yellow and golden yellow for a base color

and mix with white to equal three shades. This will give you a

total of six shades to use in the beard.

Leaf and stem: For the base color, mix leaf green, green,

and turquoise. Add white for the first two gradations, then

begin adding yellow and white to equal three more grada-

tions, for a total of five shades of green.

Leaves, stem, and bloom covering: For a variation,

the leaves can be as simple as mixing the selected

colors together with some white and leaving mottled,

then shaping into a leaf. 

Iris beard.

Form a tall triangle from the darkest shade of

ochre. On the #1 setting of the pasta machine,

make sheets out of the two remaining ochre/yellow

pieces and the three yellow pieces. Drape the

sheets of lighter shades of ochre, then the yellow,

over two sides of the triangle. Reduce the triangle in

size by stretching.

1

• Polymer clay (I used FIMO®

Classic) 

Iris: purple, cobalt blue, white, yel-

low, golden yellow, ochre.

Leaves and stems: leaf green,

green, yellow, golden yellow,

ochre, white.

Background: dove gray, light blue,

navy blue, champagne, white,

ochre, purple.

• Tissue blade or other sharp fine

edge

• Brayer — hard rubber or acrylic

rod

• Food processor (optional)

• Pasta machine (referred to as

“pm”) This helps when making the

sheets, but hand rolling is also

fine. Settings listed in the direc-

tions are for the Atlas® brand pas-

ta machine. Any thickness for any

of the sheets of clay used is fine,

just keep proportion in mind.
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Drape one sheet of each of the purple shades #4

then #3 (pm#1) over the ochre/yellow triangle on

the same two sides. 

Beard veins.

Roll out a sheet (pm#6) of purple #8. Cut into

varying-width strips to be inserted for veins. Using

a tissue blade, starting at the bottom of the triangle,

make five to seven angled slits along the sides, and

one slit on the top of the triangle. 

Insert the dark purple vein strips into the slits. If

you work the strips into the slits using a sideways

back and forth motion, it will help keep the clay from

sticking before you have it in place.

1. I use Fimo® Classic for all of my complex

canes. It maintains color and design integrity

during the reducing stage. Its colors are true

and I like the matte finish after baking. It is a

much harder clay to condition and work with,

but that really is a plus when making detailed

millefiori canes.

2. Condition the clay well — I can’t say this

enough. Even before mixing the colors and

shades, the clay must be well conditioned. 

3. Always mix extra clay; you will want to retain

some of each color and shade for additions

or later use. You do not want to have to try

and remix or match a certain color. Any extra

clay can always be used to make other

canes for accents or backgrounds when con-

structing jewelry.

4. When mixing the shades/colors for a flower

cane, leave striations in the mixed clay as this

gives the piece an interesting, artistic flair.

5. Reducing: I find that a slight wiggling of the

cane back and forth, while stretching at the

same time, makes the reducing easier. Not all

shapes can be reduced by rolling or brayering.

Beginning in the center of the cane and work-

ing out towards the ends helps to reduce the

waste at the end of the cane. Before assem-

bling the parts, be sure to make a clean slice

on the ends so you can view it while putting

the parts in their places. 

6. No “monster canes” for me; I keep my canes

to a 3–4" length, with a 2–3" diameter. Detail

work becomes distorted if you try to make it

too big. The flowers are more forgiving if you

really need to go large, but anything with ex-

tremities would have a hard time staying

straight when reducing. Of course, this means

reducing each segment before constructing the

final cane.

7. Make sure that each segment of the cane is in

its correct place and is attached firmly to sur-

rounding canes before reducing the cane. I

hate to perform “surgery” on a cane after it

has been constructed. 

TIPS

4
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Once you have

all the slits filled

with veins, press

the clay back to-

gether firmly. Set

aside. 

Iris petals.

Roll the nine shades of purple into sheets (pm #2). Cut

ten 1" x 3" strips of all nine shades. Even though you may

not need all ten in each shade, it’s not only easier, but it

also allows variances in your brushstroke. 

Looking at the cross-section (the end), lay out the strips,

following the diagram for the color order. Here is where

creativity comes into play — mixing up the order and/or

adding small strips randomly of shades #1 and #9 (pm#5)

will make the petal more interesting and not so uniform. 

After doing twelve layers, begin leaving out shade #2, then

#3, and finally #4. At the same time, begin stacking the

darker shades towards the lighter end.

Once the stack is complete, place a sheet of

dark purple (pm #4) over the stack, beginning at

the dark end. 

After all the sheets have been placed, you will no-

tice that the middle is higher than the ends; this is a

good thing. Brayer over the whole stack, making

sure all the clay is adhered together. Do not flatten

the middle; keep it angling down towards the ends.

Start pushing the two ends towards each other and

continue stretching the cane, keeping the lowest lay-

er flat—this melds the “brushstrokes.” Continue to

stretch this stack out, retaining the shape; this log

is actually half of all the petals. 

Back petals.

Cut off 1⁄3 of this log. This section will be used for

the three smaller petals coming up the back and will

show no beard. The remainder will be used later.

Reduce the 1⁄3 section you cut off then cut it in half.

Pinch the light end on both halves to form points.

Place a thin strip of dark purple along part of the

flat, lighter edge of one of the halves; this will be

the vein in the middle of the petal. Push the two flat

sides of the two halves completely together.
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Press the lighter end into a point and round the

dark end. 

Stretch this petal log to 12", but have 8" of it

smaller than the remaining 4". Cut into three

equal lengths of 4" (this will be the length of my

cane, your length may be different—be sure to make

adjustments to all lengths given from here on) and

set them aside. 

Main petals with beard.

Take the remaining half of the petal-log stack, left

from Step 9, and reduce it a little, then cut it in

half. Pinch the light colored ends into points. Reduce

the beard to proportion and place it between the two

pointed, lighter edges of the halves before pressing

them together. Wrap a thin sheet (pm #6) of dark

purple around the log, leaving the beard edge ex-

posed. Cut this bearded petal log in half. 

To make the sections for the two smaller front-

side petals, reduce one of the halves of this beard-

ed-petal log and cut into two 4" sections. Pinch the

beard end to make a point. Retain the other half for

the larger, round main petal. Set aside.

Stem.

Roll the five green shades into sheets (pm#1), 

3" x 4". Stack the sheets starting with the dark-

est shade on the bottom. Brayer or stretch this

stack out, keeping one side at 4".

Cut a small section (approx. 1⁄2"x 4") of this stack

off and set aside for the stem. Cut the remaining

piece in half, retaining the 4" side. 

Keeping the darkest green down towards the table, lay a

sheet of yellow clay along one side of the light green layer,

on one of the halves, then place the other half on top, keep-

ing the lighter shades towards the middle. Brayer together.

Shape into a leaf — the leaves are just tall triangles with an-

gled bottoms. Place a thin layer of medium-dark green down

one side of the completed leaf and stem for shadowing. 

Leaves.

Cut the leaf cane into two pieces, making one smaller

than the other. Reduce them to the appropriate size for

the finished cane. Remember to place the shadowed sides

down towards bottom

of the cane, to repre-

sent how sunlight

would cast a shadow.

Bloom covering.

Make a small tri-

angle of mottled

greens. Cut on the di-

agonal, and insert a

strip of ochre through

it to make the bloom

covering at the base of

the petal. Reduce.

Mosaic background.

I like the look of

the mosaic effect around my flower and leaves but there

are many options when it comes to filling in around the

flower design. Roll out the conditioned clays for the back-

ground canes to 1" diameter snakes. Combine the snakes

into a pleasing combination, forming one mosaic-like log. 

Roll the log, bringing the “snakes” together and eliminat-

ing any gaps. Twist the log, recombine, and roll it out again.

Only do this a few times, at the most, for a choppy mosaic

look. Keep this log large, 2–3" diameter. When deciding on

background shades, remember that when the logs are re-

duced, the color appears darker. A good rule of thumb is to

always make them lighter than you think they should be. I

recommend testing

your background

cane before going

too far. Cut a small

section off the end

of the log as you

have it now, and

roll down to a

small snake to see

if it is what you

want. If not, add in
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more snakes of lighter or darker colors to correct it.

Cover the outside of the log with a sheet of navy blue

(pm#5). Roll out into 1⁄4" snakes and cut the length of the

finished cane. Doing two or more different background logs

makes a nice effect. I usually use the lightest one right up

around the flower, then go darker towards the outside of

the cane.

Assembling the cane.

Tip: I use my canes for more than jewelry and like to keep

sections of the different parts, i.e., petals, leaves, stems,

for later use on 3-D items or relief work. Be sure to set them

aside before surrounding them with the background snakes.

Build your cane on a sheet of paper so it can be turned

easily while you work on it and then for compressing later.

Check all the part canes to be sure they’re proportional, and

reduce, if necessary. Place the petals so they are standing

up on your work surface and you are looking down on them

from above. Place the large petal in the center bottom, the

two small-bearded petals above the large petal to either

side, then the larger

non-bearded petal in

the middle top, with the

smaller non-bearded

petals to either side.

When they’re properly

placed, be sure to at-

tach them well to each

other. 

Flip the cane over

every now and then to

be sure things are align-

ing on both ends. To

keep voids open around

the petals as your build-

ing your cane, place

rolled up paper in the spots until you’re ready for the

snakes. Place the bloom covering under the large center

petal, then the stem and leaves. 

Make some of the

snakes into triangles

so they fit into the V-

grooves between the

petals. Start placing the

snakes around the

flower, adhering each

snake to the next.

Don’t put too many

rows of background

snakes around the

flower, or the flower will

be too small when it is

reduced — too much background and not enough of

the flower is not a good thing.

When all of the components are together, check

both ends to be sure parts are in their right

places. Then,

press all the

parts so they

stick to each

other before re-

ducing. Grasp

the cane in your

hands and ap-

ply even pres-

sure on oppo-

site sides, all

the way around,

for the length of

the cane. 

Now you are

ready to re-

duce. Remem-

ber: To start

the process,

apply equal

pressure

around the mid-

dle of the cane,

working out to

the ends. When

you get it

longer, wiggle it while stretching. 

Because the cane is round, when it gets long

enough, you can also roll it. I cut off a part of the

cane and leave it large, so I can choose the diame-

ter later. 
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Making a bead.

To make a bead similar to the one shown on page 14,

shape a lump of scrap clay slightly smaller than the shape

of the finished bead you want, allowing for the added dimen-

sion of the thin cane slices. Take the reduced iris cane and

slice off two to three pieces. Apply the slices around the

center of the bead. Add slices of complementary canes

around the larger flower slices, filling in the gaps and cover-

ing the entire bead. While retaining the bead shape, press

all the added slices gently, being sure they’re all adhered to

the base bead. Before baking, make a hole in the bead for

stringing or wiring. Bake in your dedicated convection oven (I

only use convection ovens as they hold their temperatures

much more true than a toaster oven) at the manufacturer’s

recommended temperature for 20–40 minutes, depending

on the size of and thickness of the bead. I prefer a matte

finish and leave my work as is right out of the oven, but you

can bring your piece to a nice sheen by sanding with sand-

paper to 1500-grit or by sanding and then buffing with a

muslin wheel on a buffing machine. 

There are many ways to use

the millefiori canes — and

many more yet to be discov-

ered. What I hope really

comes through in my work is

my love of nature and art.

Frustration in the process

only puts up walls to cre-

ativity — so enjoy, and re-

member to have fun! �

Barbara Sperling 
is a Chatham, NH-based artist working with
polymer clay and Precious Metal Clay. She is a
State Juried Member of the League of NH Crafts-
men in Polymer Clay, PMC®, and Non Metal Jew-
elry. She was Chairperson on the LNHC Commit-
tee to review and set the standards for Polymer
Clay, and presently serves as a Juror for the
League in Polymer Clay, PMC®, Non-Metal

Jewelry, and Multi-Media. Her work is carried in galleries through-
out the United States, and can be viewed on her Web site. She lives
with her husband, George, in the White Mountains.
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• Porcelain clay or other

smooth clay

• Kemper Klay gun and dies

• Box of short coffee 

stirrer straws

• Knife

• Ruler

• Clay cutting wire

• Plastic wrap

• Bowl of water

• Raku glaze: transparent

crackle glaze 

(I use Hoku-trans)

• Wooden skewers

• Access to bisque-firing

kiln, raku kiln, and appro-

priate tools and safety

equipment

• Bead frame and heat-re-

sistant wire or heat resist-

ant rods with ceramic 

supports 

• Metal container (with 

tightly fitting, airtight lid)

suitable 

for containing bead frame

• Beading wire

• Balinese silver beads

• Silver clasp

• 4 silver crimp beads

• Crimping pliers

• Wire cutters

Always ask for the MSDS (Material
Safety Data Sheet) for any materials
you buy, which will give you reactivi-
ty, health hazard, and safe handling
data.
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Folded 

Raku Bead 

Necklace
BY SUE KI WILCOX

These folded beads are a form of extruded or shaped

clay, and have contours that resemble brains. I can’t

guarantee that wearing them will make you more

intelligent, but they will attract attention. I use porce-

lain clay because of its pure white color and consis-

tent, fine-grained texture that gives a smoother ex-

trusion or hand-rolled coil. If you’ve heard warn-

ings about the use of porcelain in raku, relating to

how it withstands thermal shock, ignore them. At

the scale we’re dealing with here, porcelain is fine.

You can use conventional raku clay if you prefer, but

understand that it will produce more roughly surfaced

beads, and, when used with a transparent glaze, they will

be cream or pale gray, not white.

Think about the length and style of necklace you want

to make, and whether or not you want matching acces-

sories, such as earrings, bracelets, or pins. Raku gives

brilliant but hard-to-reproduce color effects, so all the

beads for one project should be fired and reduced to-

gether. Thinking about how many beads you need, and

what sizes they should be, will save the frustration of try-

ing to find beads to fill the gaps in your necklace later.

Better to make too many than too few (make some

spares in case of accidents).

To produce a set of graduated beads, hand-roll a

length of clay of an even cross-section, then use the

ruler to mark it into different sized chunks to make into

individual beads. Estimate the size you want for the fo-

cal bead and measure it off the roll. Make the bead and

see if it appears to be the right size. After firing, a bead

will shrink by about 10%. (If that one ends up being the

right size, you can proportion the other beads by cutting

a little less for each subsequent pair of beads. For the

smaller beads, you will need to mark out enough clay

for two or four beads at a time. As long as you know

how many beads to get out of the clay, you can divide it

up equally enough by eye.) 
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Use an extrusion gun to make the long coils of clay.

This little gadget is perfect for making continuous,

even-sectioned coils of clay. Before starting produc-

tion, experiment with the different extrusion dies to

find the size that works for you. I use a medium-

sized die — a too-small die produces sticky, unman-

ageable threads (instead of coils); a too-large die

produces coils that are hard to bend without snap-

ping them. Try hand-rolling some coils and folding

them gently into spheres. The size that works with

hand rolls will work with extruded coils.

The humidity of your clay and your environment

will affect how the coils handle. If the clay is too

sticky, the coils will gum together and not fold well,

while if the clay is too dry, the coils will break as

you try to fold them. My solution is to keep the

main block of clay in the thick plastic bag in which

it is sold. Immediately wrap any smaller pieces cut

off the main block in plastic wrap. If the moisture

content feels low, sprinkle the clay with water be-

fore wrapping it. The water will absorb fairly quickly.

Drying clay is just as easy — just roll out the clay

on a piece of cloth (an old dishtowel is per fect).

When you are ready to extrude the clay, dip the

quantity earmarked for a bead or a pair of beads in

water before putting it in the extrusion gun. This

process makes the process much easier, but doesn’t

give the water time to soak into the clay.

As the coil emerges from the gun, let it settle

lightly into a heap on your work surface. Use a

wooden table or a large

plastic chopping board.

The cloth-covered work

boards found in ceram-

ics studios will dry

bead work too much,

and tend to contain tiny

particles of clay that

stick to the coils and

ruin the smooth sur-

face. Keep your hands

relatively clean — if

they are covered in

flakes of clay, your

beads will be, too. Very

gently cut the clay from

the gun and pick up the

heap of coils.

Shaping a spherical

bead involves patting and

a small amount of rolling —

too much rolling between your

palms, however, and the coils disappear.

It’s a matter of practice and becoming accustomed to

how temperature and humidity affect the handling proper-

ties of your clay. You want just enough adhesion to form a

bead that will have enough internal structure that it won’t

collapse when you bore a hole through it. 

Gently set down the bead. If you want a flat-sided

bead, press it onto the work sur face, turn it over, and do

the same on the other side.

Depending on the way the clay is handling, you can

make the hole immediately or leave the bead to dry out

a little — five minutes is plenty of

time. Cup the bead in your palm and

rotate a hollow straw to make a

hole. The hole should be beside,

not in the middle of, the sur face

coils, so as to reduce the friction as

the straw penetrates the clay. Bore

ver tically into the bead, checking

the opposite side as the straw ap-

proaches. Gentle rotation should

help the straw to cut through

cleanly. 

Remove any plug of clay

on the end of the straw be-

fore withdrawing it back

through the bead. This

method will flatten one

side of the bead, so you’ll

have to turn the bead over

and flatten the other side to

match. Set the bead aside to dry. 
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Glaz ing & f i r ing :

You’ll need access to a kiln for this project. If you

don’t have a kiln at home, there are many commer-

cial ceramic places that will bisque-fire your beads

for you. These same suppliers can sell you raku

glazes for your beads. You can also join a local raku

group who will let you participate in one of their

firings. (I often work with the local YWCA; its

group holds monthly firings. They supply portable

kilns and some reduction containers.) Community

colleges are another good place to try. Working with

an established group gives you the safety and skill

of experienced firers. 

Once your “brain” beads are dry (you’ll need at

least 24 hours, depending on your workroom and

the surface on which you set them), put them in an

unglazed ceramic bowl for bisque firing, which is a

preliminary “cooking” of the beads to prepare them

for glazing.

Dip your bead into the glaze. The glaze should

fill all the folds and contours of the bead; howev-

er, you don’t want coating so thick that it drips off

the bead. The easiest way to dip a bead is to put

it on a wooden skewer or the straw with which you

made the hole, then quickly dip it in glaze using a

rotating wrist motion to ensure that the whole sur-

face is covered. Rest the skewer across two sup-

ports so the glaze can dry. About two minutes

should be long enough, as you are simply waiting

for the water in the glaze to be absorbed into the

porous bead.

In order to complete the bead, it’s necessary to

melt the glaze without letting the bead stick to oth-

ers next to it. I use wire to support and separate

each bead and to attach them to a bead frame. An al-

ternative is to fire beads on horizontal rods of stain-

less steel or Nichrome heat-resistant alloy, using

disks of ceramic paper to prevent them from touch-

ing, but you will encounter difficulties moving the

beads when they are red hot.

Fire the beads to 1800°F. Firing length is a matter

of judgment; it is an art that would take more room

than I have here to describe. Try working with an established

group to learn from their knowledge and skill. When the

beads are done, it’s time for reduction, which is the process

of removing combined oxygen from the glaze; it gives a

metallic luster to the piece. To achieve a good reduction, it’s

important to keep oxygen away from the beads until they’re

cool enough for the glaze to set. The main way to do this is

to keep them in a smoky atmosphere where burning com-

bustibles (paper, leaves) use up any oxygen that leaks in.

Remove them to a reduction container and lightly reduce

them using newspaper as the combustible material. Beads

demand a fairly small reduction container, so use one that

can contain your bead frame with a few inches to spare for

shredded newspaper, and that has a tightly fastening lid. (A

1' galvanized steel trashcan works well if you fill the hole in

the lid with a nut and bolt.) Reduction should take approx.

thirty minutes.

Caution: This is the dramatic and potentially dangerous

part of the raku process. Handling red-hot beads on a bead

frame, pulling them from the kiln while they’re at maximum

temperature, plunging them into inflammable materials, and

sealing them in a container to marinate in a low-oxygen at-

mosphere calls for skill and care. For your first time, you

may want to get someone else to handle it for you, or at

least spend some time watching how others do it. Be sure to

wear protective clothing and use the proper tools: long

sleeves, gauntlets, a face mask, and tongs. 

After reduction, dunk the still-warm beads in cold water,

wash off the burnt newspaper, and admire the final color.

The finished beads should be a shiny white with a fine gray

crackle. The silvery color is a smoke coating. Although it will

come off if rubbed with an abrasive pad, you may prefer to

leave it on, at least in the recesses of the folds, as it gives

the beads an aged and mysterious look.

For stringing, use Balinese silver spacers and a clasp. Be

sure that the beading wire you use is strong enough to

hold these beads, and is resistant to abrasion from the oc-

casional rough spot on the bead cores. �

Sue Ki Wilcox 
is a freelance writer specializing in new computing technologies, graphic
design, and high-tech art who tries to keep carpal tunnel syndrome at bay
by making raku beads. She is working on her latest book, a compendium
of raku beadmaking techniques, and warns readers that these beads can
take over your life. Contact her via e-mail at suewilcox@bigfoot.com.
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techniques
StRINGING
Stringing is a technique in which you 
use beading wire, needle and thread,  
or other material to gather beads into  
a strand.

eNDING AND ADDING tHReAD
To end your thread, stop beading when 
you have at least 6" of working thread. 
Always end after completing a step up 
so that it won’t matter where you begin 
the new round. Tie off the thread by 
passing back through the beadwork at 
a diagonal and tying half-hitch knots 
after each chip or shared bead. Pass 
through 3 Delicas and trim and melt the 
end.

To begin a new doubled thread, tie a 
knot in the end and melt or glue it to 
seal it. Begin stitching at least 4 stitches 
back in the work, knotting after each 
shared bead. Exit a middle point bead 
to begin the next round.

CRImPING
String a crimp tube and the connection 
finding (i.e., the loop of the clasp). Pass 
back through the tube, leaving a short 
tail. Use the back notch of the crimping 
pliers to press the length of the tube 
down between the wires, enclosing 
them in separate chambers of the cres-
cent shape. Rotate the tube 90° and use 
the front notch of the pliers to fold the 
two chambers onto themselves, forming 
a clean cylinder. Trim the excess wire.

LADDeR StItCH
Using two needles, one threaded on 
each end of the thread, pass one needle 
through one or more beads from left to 
right and pass the other needle through 
the same beads from right to left. 
Continue adding beads by crisscross-
ing both needles through one bead at a 
time. Use this stitch to make strings of 
beads or as the foundation for  
brick stitch. 

For a single-needle ladder, string 2 
beads and pass through them again. 
String 1 bead. Pass through the last 
stitched bead and the one just strung. 
Repeat, adding one bead at a time and 
working in a figure-eight pattern.

NettING (single thread)
Begin by stringing a base row of 13 
beads. String 5 beads and go back 
through the fifth bead from the end of 
the base row. String another 5 beads, 
skip 3 beads of the base row, and go 
back through the next; repeat to the 
end of the row. To turn, pass back 
through the last 3 beads (one leg of 
the last net). String 5 beads, pass back 
through the center bead of the next net 
and continue.

BRICk StItCH
Begin by creating a foundation row in 
 ladder stitch. String 2 beads and pass 
under the closest exposed loop of the 
found ation row and back through the 
second bead. String 1 bead and pass 
under the next exposed loop and back 
through the bead just strung; repeat.

To decrease within a row, string 1 bead 
and skip a loop of thread on the previ-
ous row, passing under the second loop 
and back through the bead.

To increase within a row, work two 
stitches in the same loop on the previ-
ous row.

For circular brick stitch, work increases 
as needed to keep the work flat; at the 
end of each round, pass through the 
first and last beads to stitch them to-
gether, then string 2 beads to begin the 
next round.

FRINGe
Exit from your foundation row of beads 
or fabric. String a length of beads plus  
1 bead. Skipping the last bead, pass 
back through all the beads just strung 
to create a fringe leg. Pass back into  
the foundation row or fabric.
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Looking for Great 
Design Ideas?

Order Step by Step Wire Jewelry today
stepbystepwirejewelry.com

Step by Step Wire Jewelry 
is the only magazine devoted to 
bringing you the very best in wire!

tUBULAR HeRRINGBoNe StItCH
Begin with a foundation row of ladder 
stitch. Join the ends together to form a 
tube. String 2 beads. Pass down through 
the next bead and up through the fol-
lowing bead. Repeat around the tube. At 
the end of the round, pass through the 
first beads of the previous and current 
rounds to step up to the new round.

WIReWoRkING
To make a simple loop, grasp one end of 
the wire with round-nose pliers. Hold-
ing on to the wire with one hand, gently 
turn the pliers until the wire end and 
wire body touch. Create a 90° reverse 
bend where they meet. 
For a wire-wrapped loop, cut the 
desired length of wire and make a 90° 
bend 2" from one end. Use round-nose 
pliers to hold the wire near the angle 
and bend the short end up and around 
the pliers until it meets itself. Wrap the 
wire tightly down the neck of the wire 
to create a couple of coils. Trim the 
excess to finish.

kNottING
A square knot is the classic sturdy knot 
suitable for most stringing materials. 
Make an overhand knot, passing the 
right end over the left end. Make anoth-
er overhand knot, this time passing the 
left end over the right end. Pull tight.
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